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Aliliiiilimulants 4 aarc to-d- ay singing the praises of the McKanria 3-D- ay Liquor
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sands of victims all over the United States and its territories have been 're
'4lieved of die deadly drink ancfmorphine habit by taking y - Disease
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V,'k The use of "alcoholic stimulants produces a
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pathological effect' on the; human system, the

stomach and all the whichnerves, organs, ; - re--
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quires medical treatment the same as does every

other physical ailment to which me flesh is tieirl

Trie craving for stimulants is a symptom of this ;

disease.1' It cannot be cured by mental action or

actibn of the will. It must bt: treated pathologi-

cally- and -- mentally. It must )Ci diagnosed;

properly, as the disease of alcoholism possesses
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as many stages as there are in typhoid, malaria,

pneumonia or any other disease.

We are the original discoverers of the "3-day-cur-
e.f

9 We have spent a lifetime perfecting

the same and can give the most positive assur-an-ce

of an absolute relief from the craving appe-

tite for strong drinks and' drugs.

THE ONLY SAFE CURE THE ONLY CURE THAT STAYS

Beware of Fake Cures
Owing to the wonderful success of the Three Day Liquor Cure imi-

tators have sprung up by the hundreds
.

Men, who are driven by the
greed of making money, resort to the use of dangerous drugs and hypo-
dermic injections in attempting to effect cures. These methods of
curing the drinf habit leave your system in a worse condition than be-

fore. They pan guarantee all they please. If your health is destroyed,
where is your recourse? Investigate the results before taking a cure
is the safest way.

We Use No Hypodermic Syringe
We treat the patient in our large commodious private sanitariums that are eauipped with everything essential for
your convenience. We also treat your system after taking the cure and bring your physical condition up to par.
This is very important as the system having been filled with stimulants, possibly for many years consequently
has wrecked your health more or less. y :V
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in taking the McKanna We can refer you to over 16,000 men and women that have taKen our cure
Treatment you are tak-- and in every Instance the desire for drink has beeii taken away .We have
ing no chances on your thousands of voluntary testimonials from all parts of the United States.

1Z: We Can Cure Yon, Will
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CALL, WRITE, TELEPHONE OR
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